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Chorus:
It's big astrology
We be diggin our way to the moonmythology-
A spaceodyssee
-slap it on melodicly
... we put a puppet on the moon! 

Snuggles
I pop it brave 1st rodent in an underground rocket
-rave to the moon at blast off a thunder cloud
Shock waves parade through the human crowd
Open mouth a pimple pops in the moon man-s face
Pressure drops eye balls shot out of eye sockets
And left a crater in a human face
Traced it back to me now it's named alpha-rabbit-9
After me, snuggles the bunny having a hot bath
On the dark-side, earth watched the catastrophe
They put a puppet on the moon in memory
Of the sheer magnitude this loon had in magnetism
There ain-t no man on the moon that's
All bags of my rabbit-jism camouflaged
To act as a mirage a story to tells the young ones
When they look up to the stars and ask the question
Of why we are stuck on this turf, stuck in rebirth
Stuck on the face of this earth

Chorus:
It's big astrology
We be diggin our way to the moonmythology-
A spaceodyssee
-slap it on melodicly
... we put a puppet on the moon! 

Wizard:
They tried to say it was a hoax
Maybe so
But it's no joke way we paved the road
For animals to cross the impossible gap
Once we got a puppet on the moon we never coming
back
To that underground moonscape studio where it all
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began
The next logical step for puppets is a giant leap back
For man
Come on, faster man
They'll never ask again
Whether we got what it takes to run the space program
Wizard put a tape in the camera, hit record

Now we got a place in history forever
We never underestimate the power of being clever
With a live broadcast from a tin can

J.B.
Well I got engines on full blast
Cutting through time like paper cuts
Skipping on razor blades ?eject
What the astroid cluster clumps
Whippin' out the ray gun
And I'm zappin' chunks
Silenced vacuum lumps of boom
Explosions in the distance
Catch a glimpse
A freaked out space creaturelost in a leap
All crew report mission abort captain's been abducted
By the purple dwarfs
Don't try to be a hero
Just go to warpI'l meet you up at times edge
With the masterplan
So go faster man
We need a puppet on the moon

Chorus:
It's big astrology
We be diggin our way to the moonmythology-
A spaceodyssee
-slap it on melodicly
... we put a puppet on the moon! 

Ducci:
Don't stop flow with me
Cause we?s in zero gravity ey
Follow me to da space degree
To make a place in history

Frogga:

Mapuck yeah gettin stuck here
Free myself from figure numdum
Keep somethin on - keep somethin rolin
Whatever mission now - we keep that somethin bowlin
Somethin aint much until you get it humpin



Spiritual movin we be pumpin somethin
Sneaker big size on the moon rize
Pm double you wicka woo first price! 

No need to show my face
On the screen of the human race
Just travelling to space

No need to know my name no need to spread my fame
Comon now light my flame
No lies - we be diggin our way up to the moon!
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